Siemens To Expand Its Digital Industrial Leadership With

**May 9th, 2019**

**Operation Armour Ltd** a Startup in Saas Cloud Based Health Safety & Environmental Legislative Compliance Secures Pre Seed Funding; Free Trial On Managed Cloud Server Hosting Announced by Host Color

**Enlogic a Division of CIS** Announces the EN2 0 Series of Power Distribution Units

**Loose Bruce Productions** Releases The Quake of 89: 30th

---

**December 25th, 2019**

**press release hydrogenrenewablesaustralia**

May 9th, 2019 operation armour ltd a startup in saas cloud based health safety & environmental legislative compliance secures pre seed funding; free trial on managed cloud server hosting announced by host color.

---

**December 26th, 2019**

**NEWS MEDIA CENTRE BOMBARDIER**

**DECEMBER 22ND, 2019 JULY 11 2019 BOMBARDIER INC BUSINESS AIRCRAFT PRESS RELEASE BOMBARDIER’S AWARD WINNING CHALLENGER 350 AIRCRAFT REACHES 300 DELIVERIES FASTER THAN ANY OTHER MEDIUM OR LARGE JET IN HISTORY BOMBARDIER IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT ITS INDUSTRY LEADING CHALLENGER 350 AIRCRAFT IS THE FASTEST BUSINESS JET IN HISTORY TO REACH 300 DELIVERIES IN THE USA**

---

**December 26th, 2019**

**BOMBARDIER INC BUSINESS AIRCRAFT PRESS RELEASE BOMBARDIER’S AWARD WINNING CHALLENGER 350 AIRCRAFT REACHES 300 DELIVERIES FASTER THAN ANY OTHER MEDIUM OR LARGE JET IN HISTORY BOMBARDIER IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT ITS INDUSTRY LEADING CHALLENGER 350 AIRCRAFT IS THE FASTEST BUSINESS JET IN HISTORY TO REACH 300 DELIVERIES IN THE USA**

---

**December 26th, 2019**

**All news about financial topics and the latest products technologies and partnerships**

---

**December 26th, 2019**

**PRESS RELEASE Q1 2018 Sales Valeo**

---

**November 17th, 2019**

**Valeo Siemens EAutomotive Valeo Siemens EAutomotive Had A Strong Order Intake Of 6.1 Billion Euros In 2017 And A Cumulative 10 Billion Euros At End February 2018 To Accommodate Its Fast Paced Expansion Going Forward Valeo Siemens EAutomotive Will Bear The Costs Required To Push Ahead With Ongoing Projects And Structure Its Organizations**

---

**December 26th, 2019**

**PRESS RELEASE SEC Charges Siemens AG for Engaging in Worldwide Bribery FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 2008 294 Washington D C Dec 15 2008 — The Securities and Exchange mission today announced an unprecedented settlement with Siemens AG to resolve SEC charges that the Munich Germany based manufacturer of industrial and consumer products violated the**
Press Releases Siemens Global Website


July 2nd, 2018 Siemens is proud to announce that Boeing has entered into an agreement to expand its use of Siemens’ Mentor Graphics software as part of its Second Century Enterprise Systems 2CES initiative to transform itself and the aerospace industry to meet the challenges of the twenty first century.

The European Mission Press Release

Press Release Siemens and Interlate Partnership
December 15th, 2019 Press Release Siemens and Interlate Partnership Recently Siemens and Interlate Signed a Memorandum of Understanding MOU to Collaborate and Create Valuable Productivity Outcomes for Mining Companies This First of Its Kind Industry Partnership in Australia Will Offer the Full Suite of Data Driven Productivity Services for the Industry

Siemens Gamesa Doubled Net Income to €88 Million in the
December 16th, 2019 Siemens Gamesa Today Reported the Results of the Third Quarter

Siemens Taiwan Press
December 15th, 2019 2019 09 12 Siemens Collaborates With Taiwan And German Partners To Co Create A Digi Taiwan Through Industrial AI 2019 08 22 MindSphere World Taiwan And Japan Established To Foster Development Of IoT Ecosystem In Taiwan And Japan 2019 05 08 Press Release Siemens To Build Focused Energy Powerhouse And Further Boost Performance

EUROPEAN MISSION PRESS RELEASES PRESS RELEASE
JULY 13TH, 2018 EUROPEAN MISSION PRESS RELEASE DETAILS PAGE EUROPEAN MISSION PRESS RELEASE BRUSSEL 13 JULY 2018 THE EUROPEAN MISSION HAS OPENED AN IN DEPTH INVESTIGATION TO ASSESS THE PROPOSED ACQUISITION OF ALSTOM BY SIEMENS UNDER THE EU MERGER REGULATION THE MISSION IS CONCERNED THAT THE MERGER MAY REDUCE PETITION IN
Vinfast Press Siemens

December 22nd, 2019 Automation Is Realized By The Modular And Flexible Automation Concept Totally Integrated Automation TIA That Controls And Drives All Productions VinFast Deployed Siemens’ Automation Equipment For Its Manufacturing Lines In All Shops Press Shop Paint Shop Body Shop Assembly Shop Sub Assembly And Engine Shop

Siemens Singapore

November 20th, 2019 Siemens AG Berlin and Munich is a global powerhouse in electronics and electrical engineering operating in the industry energy and healthcare sectors For over 160 years Siemens has stood for technological excellence innovation quality reliability and internationality

Corindus Vascular Robotics Inc Corindus Vascular

December 21st, 2019 Corindus Stockholders to Receive 428 Per Share All Cash Transaction Valued at Approximately 11 Billion Corindus Vascular Robotics NYSE American CVRS a leading developer of precision vascular robotics today announced that it has entered into a definitive merger agreement to be acquired by Siemens Healthineers AG Under the terms
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